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Abstruct 

We study the plasma fiber acrelrrat,or concept by sirnu- 
lation and theory. An outgrowth of the laser beat-wave ac- 
relpra~or concept. the plasma fiber accelerator, sets the phase 
velocity of the brat plasma wave at the speed of light (or any 
I,;LIIIC desired) by allowin, u each laser light, to have a specific 
transverse wavenumber (or structure). Two-dimensional slab 
duct structures with laser beams of both transverse electric 
and transverse magnetic polarizations are explored. Acceler- 
a:cd btxarr: dynamics in fiber beat,-wavr is discussed. 

I. Plasma Fiber Accelerator -__- __-_.__ 
The idea of the plasma fiber accelerator’,’ is to tackle 

simult,aneously two problems; (i) the longitudinal phase mis- 
match between the plasma wave and the particles; (ii) the ten- 
d<,ncy of laser light to spread in the transverse direction. It 
is rrucial to overcome these difficulties in order to scale the 
scheme to ultra-high energies. The plasma wave excited by 
t,he beat of two laser lights has a phase velocity equal to the 
group velocity of the elect,romagnct,ic waves in the plasma.’ 
iinc.c the phase velocity of the plasma wave is less than the 
sp& of light. the plasma wave will be outrun by high energy 
particles during the dephasing time Ed = ~~~(u,~/w~,)‘QJP I. The 
part,il Irs that. are trapped by the plasma wave gain energy by 
2(,,,, 4i,)“m(.?. 

It was shown that the plasma fiber under appropriate con- 
dit,iolls p~)~s~ss~s a propert>- to overcome this difficulty. The 
duct structure. ic which the plasma density is low inside and 
the, tic?nhity is so high outside that the electromagnetic wave 
is evanescent. enables it to sllstain a beat-wave phase velocity 
rqual t,o any prescribed velocity including the speed of light. 

III addition to this benefit the plasma fiber confines the light,. 
overcoming the natural tendency toward transverse spreading. 
Thus the idea of the plasma fiber plays a central role in improv- 
ing the laser bpnt-wave accelerator in two of the most impor- 
tant point.\. It is to br noted that t,he optical fiber waveguide 
is on<’ of thea very active and important areas of optics in recent 
yc:ars.“,4 It is known that the fiber struct,ure can well sustain 
t,hr shape and the amplitude of light pulses over lo7 cm, used 
as an efficient, communication method. The fiber may have 
favorable properties such as sustaining optical solitons under 
rcrt,;tin conditions.5’” In the usual dielectric optical fiber the 
index of refract.ion is small toward the outside so that the light 
t)eam is trapped in the duct. In the present problem, of course’. 
t,hc, plasma dielectric constant is less than unity so that the 
plasma densit,p has to rise toward the outside. This cavitat,ed 
struct.ure of fiber typr is often a natural occurrence of p1asma.s 
bcith intensr light shone.‘,’ 
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A way to match the phase of the accelerating field with 
high energy particles is to inject particles oblique t.o the electric 
field dirertion. In order to phase-lock, the angle H between the 
particle momentum and the electric field is given by 

Although we match the parailel phase, we have now introduced 
an ext,raneous perpendicular acceleration, which bends the par- 
t,irle orbit.. To correct this situation. it was proposed” that a 
static vertical magnetic field be imposed. The magnetic field 
is such that -. 

u 
-_ x fjirlfl z ‘5, (“I 
fi Ui, 

for relativistic particles where B is out the board 
An alternative approach is to conduct, the laser lights irl 

a plasma duct where the plasma density in the middle is IOM 
and thp rdgta density high. I,’ WP choosr t,he ouside density so 
high that, the electromagnetic waves are evanescent there and 
therefore they are srapped within the duct strurture (plasma 
fiber). By choosing the right widt,h of the duct WC can shown 
that the beat,-wave velocity matches the spred of light.. Let 
us choose flat densities n. inside the duct n’ outside of it wit.11 
duct width d. We demand frequency matching among the two 
la.sers anti t,hr plasma wave. 

LJ,, - I’, = cL”li’. (3) 

Further, we demand that the parallel velocity of the two lasers. 
which is equal to the parallel phase velocity of the plasmawave, 
be the speed of light (to be precise, this speed should be the 
particle \&city). 

EM ~~ 4 - WI 
L,!,‘,~ = ----~- = I’+ 

k ,I -- k!., 
- c. t-11 

where 

i 

ti; tip) ,7i L’ 
k!l, = 7 - -.7j- -- \ 2 ,I 11] 

y2 
(2) 

and j = 0 or 1 and we choose n,, = n, $ 1. whrrt3 n3 are 
the number of transverse nodes. II: a slab model with the 
v-direction parallel to the laser injection direction the clectro- 
magn&ic fields may take the transverse magnetic or the trans- 
verse electric forms. The transverse electric case, for example, 
has the E,, B,, and R,, fields. If the plasma density abruptly 
changes from the duct, ilasma density to a very large value with 
the dllct, width d for simplicit,g. the electromagnetic field inside 
the duct may be approximated by t,he wave-guide modes: 

E,, = Et1 sin(k,,r) cos(k,,y - tilt), (6) 

R,, = - Es>. E:‘, cos(k,,z) sin(k,:y -- w,1), (71 
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Bz3 = %-Ez, sin(!i,,z) cos(k,,y -- tilt), 
bJj (8) 

WhPrc k TJ ~~~ TTR; ‘d with J y 0 or 1. The dispersion relation of 
the electromagnetic waves is 

iI zz +&!; + (/& + p)p2 

whtw L; is tlc~~.erminrtl by the plasma density inside the duct. 
The condition Eq. (3) yields the following relation 

d-” ~ -- [llR + 4(ED’ - E’D)j i \/[AB + 4(ED’ - E’D)?j 

qFq~~‘)(,@y~-EI) 1 y (‘42 -. 4EE’) -- 1 
(9) 

w h e rc 
‘4 = E + E’. 

B=l -D-D’, 

D = (;!!)2 

E = ( !??I” 
‘A’ p 

E’ -(T11(‘)2 

I’ 

By choosing n.,, : 2 and n, 7 1: and using (L+/IJ~)’ XJ l and 

i LI’] up)2 ,:>, I, we arrive at the following condition for the duct 
width 

d y \/,E(w,)“2~ 
WP % 

(10) 

If the outside density n’ satisfies the condition 

97Tmc2 
n ‘>n+--- 

4e2d2 ’ (11) 

the electromagnetic waves are evanescent outside the plasma 
iibrr. The plasma wave phase front is straight, i.e., $(t,r) - 
A(T) cos(k,,J,2 q). 

II. Simulatzon Study --- 
A 2-1:2 dimensional relativistic electromagnetic particle 

code is employed to simulate the aforementioned scheme. The 
duct, structure in the plasma density is preformed: the density 
outside of the duct is 10 times the one inside in the present ex- 
ample. We do this by allovcing the particles which are initially 
outside of the duct region to be weighted with a larger charge 
and mass, keeping the charge to mass ratio fixed. To accomo- 
date large weighting. Triangular Shaped Cloud interpolation”’ 
is utilized. 

The y-direction was chosen as the direction of the incident 
light. ~‘aves. ,4 uniform wave front, as in a one-dimensional sim- 
ulations. has been established in the duct for cases of transverse 
electric and also for transverse magnetic forms. Waveguide 
modes including x-dependence of the fields inside the duct, as 
in Eqs. (C;), (7) and (8), were also simulated as well as other 
;)olarizatic)ns. 

An example of the simulation runs with an E, polariza- 
tion with a Hat wave amplit,ude within the duct is presented. 
‘I‘hr tlrnsit>- pro!ile has a duct width. d : 2?.05A and a den- 
5it.y ratio of outside to inside the duct of IO. The original light 
wav-rrrurtibers are k,, 2 2x x 22il28A and ki = 2s x 15/128A, 

the speed of light, c = 2.909L+A, the quiver velocity of the 
light waves z,,,, = O.~C(J = 1 and 2), and ~lt = 0.5ulScA. 
where wilt, is the plasma frequency in the duct and A is the 
grid spacing. The electrostatic potential of the beat plasma 
wave is shown in Fig. 1. The wave grows until the detuning 
time and saturates. the phase space plot in the y-direction 
shows electrons “trapped” by the beat plasma wave. The 
phase velocit,y of the plasma wave is measured in Fig. 2: 
vr,h(measured) = 2.942w1,,A. This is very close to the speed of 
light c = 2.909ti r,OA, in agreement with the theory discussed 
in Sec. I. This compares with the case of no duct with pa- 
rameters as st,ated in the previous case except c = 3.095 so 
that vP,h(theory) = 2.910. The phase velocity measured in this 
simulation, V,h(measured) = 2.916 so that /c - vrhl/c Y 0.06, 
while with the duct Ic - V&/C N 0.01 (within a measurement 
error). 
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Figure 1 - Countour plot of the electrostatic potential at 
time = 8w,’ due to the beat wave created in the fiber struc- 
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Figure 2 - Measured phase velocity of the beat wave in the 
fiber. Dots are the y-positions measured at discrete times of 
the peaks of the plasma wave whose Fourier component is k, -= 
27r A T/1284. In this d’ iagnostic the spatial average from I -= 
21A to 43A is taken. The solid line indicates the speed of light. 
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III. Beam Stabality 
Let us consider the phase stability of a particle beam in 

the plasma fiber accelerating fields. 
One goal of a plasma fiber accelerator is to provide phase 

velocity matching bet,ween the plasma wave and the particle. 
For ultrarelativistic particles, this is obtained if the phase ve- 
locity is c. In that. case the phase-energy equations are: 

dy clE- z --- cos 4 
X mc 

- = k,&j - I) ” Ike d4 
di 272 

(12) 

(13) 

where 0 = ic,,z - wt = k,,(~ - et), E,, is the electric field and k, 
is the plasma wave number. The equations can be integrated 
t,o obtain 

(sin@, - sin4j) = (14) 

as in a conventional rf linac, where b,,+r are initial and final 
phases: *,*,?,v are the initial and final energies. 

Acceleration can continue indefinitely if the motion is ultra 
relativistic, that is 

kl,(rr‘C2) , 
------->I 
hEcaY, 

At typical plasma accelerator parameters, (k, = (2x/2.5 x 

IO-‘), qE, : lOGeV/m), th. 1s implies a minimum initial en- 

ergy E, = y;77ZC Of only - 5MeV for electrons, which is easily 
satisfied. 

However, for muons, this condition requires moderately 
high energies (E, 2 1OOGek’) and. for protons, very high ener- 
gies (E;, 2 1OTeV) are required. Then continuous acceleration 
may bc obtained by matching the phase velocity of the plasma 
wave to the particle velocity. In the plasma fiber accelerator 
this is done by the matching condition: 

p,- i*. 

0 1 

As ? - 1, the same condition is obtained as for the 0 = 1 
ultrarelat,ivistic fiber accelerators, and as 

p - \/-‘yi (yu = 2) 

d - co. and the unchanneled plasma beat wave accelera- 
tor is obtained. Lower values of ,!3(rU < wI/LL’~) cannot be 
matched. Continuous acceleration can be obtained by match- 
ing the plasma width to a synchronous particle velocity as the 
beam is accelerated. This implies shrinking the duct width 
toward the ultrarelativistic value during acceleration. 

An alternate approach to stable acceleration is the 
surfatron”, in which a transverse magnetic field is imposed. 
A transverse magnetic field nlay also be imposed upon the 
fiber accelerator. In a fiber surfatron the relevant fields are a 
longitudinal electric field 

2 = E:, sin(lc,z - w,,i)i 

and the magnetic field 

Z=B i 

where 

k rk .-k,z:?- ii> , / 
@“A,, 

which is the same as for the surfatron except p,-, is the fiber 8, 
rat her than the plasma phase velocity. 

Particle dynamics are, in fact, identical to the surfatron 
with stable accelerations and phase-energy oscillations about. 

the stable phase. ‘I The difference is that yr, Z wc,,/w, is re- 

placed by 70 = c/m-, and, as noted above, -in > yr,. 
Therefore, the stable acceleration rate found from 

moc2 ‘2 = qBlJ<,c 

is larger by a factor of yO/+fI,. The stability constraint 

yoB 5 E u 

requires correspondingly greater plasma fields. 
As in the surfatron, the accelerated beam travels at an an- 

gle 0 Z 1,‘70 with respect to the normal to the wavefront, in the 
plane perpendicular to B. This angle is most trivially accoma- 
dated by a 1-D fiber (plane) with the plane aligned along the 
transverse motion direction. A 2-D fiber must follow the stable 
particle direct,ion for ext,ended accelerations and it is unclear 
whether this is possible while maintaining the structure. 
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